"COUNT"
Label Counters

Heavy-Duty Label Counters.
 Preset Counter counts up or down.
 "U" version for transparent labels.
 "Off-line" or "On-line" counting.
 3- Years Parts and Labour Limited Warranty.

COUNT-100

COUNT-100
Counters

&

COUNT-200

The PC-1 Label Counter is a
popular option on our S-100 and
S-200 Label Slitters. Many times,
however, users don’t need to slit
labels, just count them. To save
users money, LABELMATE has
two Label Counters based on the
S-100 and S-200 Slitter chassis
but without the Slitter function. The
COUNT-100 and COUNT-200 will
handle label webs up to 170 mm
and 255 mm wide respectively. A
CAT-3 Rewinder pulls the labels
through the counter. The versatile
Counters can be used at the
output of a printer, or can be used
with an Unwinder and a CAT-3
Rewinder to form a stand-alone
off-line label inspection / counting
station.
If desired, when the pre-set count
is reached, the COUNT-100 and
COUNT-200 can send a “HALT”
signal to the CAT-3 Rewinder,
causing it to stop.
The counter sensor itself is a
state-of-the-art infra-red
transmitting device that shines
through the label web and detects
the gap between successive
labels. There is a sensitivity
control to adjust for different kinds
of label webs.

COUNT-100-U Universal
Counter
The new COUNT-100-U Universal
Counter uses a state of the art
ultrasonic fork detector that allows
the COUNT-100-U to count almost
any type of labels, including
transparent or dark labels. The
ultrasonic detector detects the
labels by sensing the difference in
thickness between the backing
paper and the backing paper plus
label.
COUNT-100-U
Quality
and
reliability
are
cornerstones of the LABELMATE
Product Line. Rugged, heavygauge welded steel construction
and precision parts yield a product
of
the
highest
quality.
LABELMATE
Products
are
trouble-free and covered by our
famous 3-Year Parts and Labor
Limited Warranty, by far the
longest in the industry.

If you do need to slit labels, be
sure to check out the S-100 and
S-200 Complete Off-Line Slitting
Stations that are also available
with the label counting function
described here.
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DESCRIPTION

LABEL
WIDTH
(mm)

LMC005

COUNT-100

PC-1 Preset Counter mounted on chassis with guides to position
label web through sensor gap. Adjustable counter sensitivity.
Counts single labels or preset batch size. Can stop rewinder (CAT3) automatically when job is finished.
Size: W x D x H: 355 x 280 x 250 mm.

LMC006

COUNT-200

Same as COUNT-100 with wider width capacity.
Size: W x D x H: 435 x 280 x 250 mm.

255

COUNT-100-U

With ultrasonic fork detector to count any type of labels
PC-1 Preset Counter mounted on chassis with guides to position
label web through sensor gap. Adjustable counter sensitivity.
Counts single labels or preset batch size. Can stop rewinder (CAT3) automatically when job is finished.
Size: W x D x H: 355 x 280 x 250 mm.

175

LMC007

170

Shipping Weight: Approx. 7 Kg.
Power: 220/240-vac 50-Hz. 120-vac 60-Hz power supply is also available.
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